
Robert Smith 
Manufacturing Assistant

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Highly qualified Manufacturing Assistant with experience in the industry. 
Enjoy creative problem solving and getting exposure on multiple projects, 
and would excel in the collaborative environment on which your company 
prides itself.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Manufacturing Assistant
ABC Corporation -   January 1991 – July 1995 

Responsibilities:

 Prepared production schedule, product blending procedures, and 
production reports and data entry all details to computers through the 
PCS36 system.

 Supervised production of petroleum and petrochemical products.
 Processed bills for the Operations Department.
 Recommended installation &amp; revision of equipment, 

troubleshooting of systems, and procedures to improve and facilitate 
faster and effective manufacturing procedures.

 Organized a Wax Emulsion Production Manual that eventually helped in 
standardizing its manufacturing procedures, materials, and utility usage
and process flow procedures.

 Monitored bulk deliveries/receipt in M/Vs, M/Ts, barges and Bulk-
containers, Tank trucks, and drums.

 Initiated regular inspection and maintenance of the companys heavy 
equipment.

Manufacturing Assistant
Delta Corporation -   1998 – 2002 

Responsibilities:

 Assisted in the designing and production of specific tooling used in the 
manufacturing of composite aircraft parts.

 Designed, installed, and testing pneumatic tubing specific to composite 
manufacturing.

 Installed, aligned, and locked specified punches, dies, cutting blades, or 
other fixtures in rams or beds of machines, using gauges, templates, 
feelers.

 Read work orders and production schedules to determine specifications,
such as materials to be used, locations of cutting lines, and dimensions 
and.

 Loaded workpieces, plastic material, or chemical solutions into 
machines.

 Set up, operated, or tend to saw, cut, shear, slit, punch, crimp, notch, 
bend, or straighten metal or plastic material.

 Assisted in machine off-line change-overs and associated set-ups and 
clean-ups.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Creating Workspaces, 
Winchill, Agile 
Management, SAP.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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Education

Bachelor's Degree
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